The Bedford Line

On June the sixth, the steps of the quad leading to Herringham were graced by the groomed figures of our two models, Miss Ann Hoad and Miss Evathea Mole. Vogue certainly chose one of the best vantage points of the College for photographing. Miss Hoad was wearing a straight jacketed suit in a muted shade of pink when our reporter saw her, and with Miss Mole, who was wearing a turquoise jersey dress plus gown, they were ascending the steps in what Vogue evidently terms a typical, happy undergraduate manner. Onlookers must have agreed that they performed their job with an admirable professional touch. There was many an envious sigh from among the onlookers but, among the ‘just over standard sizes’, we heard remarks to the effect that, thinking of the dieting entailed, perhaps it was not ‘money for jam’ after all!